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Weathering erosion and deposition video



Phongalization, erosion and deposition are processes that work together to erode and build the Earth's surface.  These processes have been going on for billions of years. Phong phongification is any process that breaks down rocks and creates sediment.  There are two forces of phong phongification, chemistry and
mechanical (physics). Chemical ordification is the decomposition of stones caused by chemical reactions that lead to the formation of new compounds. Mechanical (physical) feng shui is the decomposition of stones into smaller pieces.   Erosion is the process by which natural forces move rock and soil that are ornized
from place to place.  Gravity, running water, glaciers, waves and wind all cause erosion.  The material moved by erosion is sediment. Deposition occurs when the substance (wind or water) of erosion lies down on the sediment.  Deposition changes the shape of the soil. Erosion, fengification, and deposition are working
everywhere on earth.  Gravity pulls everything towards the center of the Earth causing rocks and other materials to move downhill.  The movement of water (both on land and underground) causes winding and erosion, altering the surface characteristics of the soil and creating underground formations.  The effects of
these processes are as follows:Change shape, dimensions, and textures of soil forms (i.e. mountains, riverbeds, and beaches)LandslidesBuildings, statues, and roads wearing awaySoil formwashes of soil, pollutants, harmful sediments into waterwaysMining metal to rustReduces beaches, shorelinesDelta formations
Form various new terrain Skip main content Monday, November 23 &amp; Tuesday, November 24 No class November 25th to November 27th... Classes continue for all students (remotely, only) on Monday, November 30th to December 23rd... There are no classes from December 24, 2020 to January 1, 2021...We
continue in person, the school schedule combines on Monday, January 4, 2021...We wish everyone a happy &amp; healthy holiday! Please be safe! Phongalization, erosion and deposition are processes that work together to erode and build the Earth's surface.  These processes have been going on for billions of years.
Phong phongification is any process that breaks down rocks and creates sediment.  There are two forces of phong phongification, chemistry and mechanical (physics). Chemical ordification is the decomposition of stones caused by chemical reactions that lead to the formation of new compounds. Mechanical (physical)
feng shui is the decomposition of stones into smaller pieces.   Erosion is the process by which natural forces move rock and soil that are ornized from place to place.  Gravity, running water, glaciers, waves and wind all cause erosion.  The material moved by erosion is sediment. Deposition occurs when the substance
(wind or water) of erosion lies down on the sediment.  Deposition changes the shape of the soil. Erosion, phong phongization, and are working everywhere on earth. Gravity pulls everything towards the center of the Earth causing rocks and other materials to move downhill. The movement of water (both on land and
underground) causes winding and erosion, altering the surface characteristics of the soil and creating underground formations. The impact of these processes is as follows:Change the shape, size and texture of soil forms (i.e. mountains, riverbeds and beaches)LandslidesBuildings, statues, and roads wearing awaySoil
formationWashes soil, pollutants, harmful sediments into waterwaysCauses metals to rustReduces beaches, shorelinesDelta formationAtion of various new landforms If you are on a school computer or network , ask your tech :*.wisita.com, fast.wistia.com, fast.wistia.net, embedwistia-a.akamaihd.net If you need more
help, contact us. The PDF lesson creates questions discussing the link of student Vocabulary Phongization DEFINING the process by which the earth's surface is divided into smaller sections. Identify erosion After the fragments of the Earth are broken down through phongization, those pieces are moved through
erosion. It's the process of moving everything from one place to another. Determination of deposition After fragments of the Earth are carried out by erosion, they are deposited somewhere else. Deposition means to send things somewhere else. Liquid Nitrogen IDENTIFICATION An extremely cold liquid made from
nitrogen gas being pressed (compressed) is really difficult. It is -321 degrees Celsius (-196 degrees Fahrenheit) and is used to freeze things very quickly. GLACIER DEFINE A slow-moving ice cube is formed by the accumulation of snow. They are usually found on mountains or near the poles of the Earth, where it is
cold. The movement of glaciers can cause winding and erosion. Grand Canyon DEFINE A 5,000-foot-deep canyon located in Arizona. It has been carved by the Colorado River for millions of years and is one of the best examples of weathering and erosion. Mushroom Rocks DEFINE Natural stone looks like a
mushroom. They can be formed when sand is carried by wind and rock touches. This weather bottom of the rock is more than top. Mudslides identify large amounts of mud mixed with water sliding down a mountain due to gravity. It often causes damage and destruction. Read self-made activity guide lesson plan teachers
plan lessons instructors Google FormsOnline Quiz Game Quiz PDF Exit Ticket XDescribe 3 forces of nature cause weathering. What is the difference between feng shui, erosion and deposition? Description: 2 ways that a giant rock by the ocean can change over time. Skip main content Monday, November 23rd &amp;
Tuesday, November 24th are the full days of classes... No class November 25th to November 27th... Next classes for all students (remotely, only) on Monday, November 11 through December 23... There are no classes from December 24, 2020 to January 1, 2021...We continue in person, the school schedule combines
on Monday, January 4, 2021...We wish everyone a happy &amp; healthy holiday! Please be safe! Skip main content Monday, November 23rd &amp; Tuesday, November 24th are the full days of classes... No class November 25th to November 27th... Classes continue for all students (remotely, only) on Monday,
November 30th to December 23rd... There are no classes from December 24, 2020 to January 1, 2021...We continue in person, the school schedule combines on Monday, January 4, 2021...We wish everyone a happy &amp; healthy holiday! Please be safe! If you are on a school computer or network, ask your tech
person to white list the URLs:*.wisita.com, fast.wistia.com, fast.wistia.net, embedwistia-a.akamaihd.netMy a simple refresh solve this problem. If you need more help, contact us. The PDF lesson creates questions discussing the link of student Vocabulary Phongization DEFINING the process by which the earth's surface
is divided into smaller sections. Identify erosion After the fragments of the Earth are broken down through phongization, those pieces are moved through erosion. It's the process of moving everything from one place to another. Determination of deposition After fragments of the Earth are carried out by erosion, they are
deposited somewhere else. Deposition means to send things somewhere else. Liquid Nitrogen IDENTIFICATION An extremely cold liquid made from nitrogen gas being pressed (compressed) is really difficult. It is -321 degrees Celsius (-196 degrees Fahrenheit) and is used to freeze things very quickly. GLACIER
DEFINE A slow-moving ice cube is formed by the accumulation of snow. They are usually found on mountains or near the poles of the Earth, where it is cold. The movement of glaciers can cause winding and erosion. Grand Canyon DEFINE A 5,000-foot-deep canyon located in Arizona. It has been carved by the
Colorado River for millions of years and is one of the best examples of weathering and erosion. Mushroom Rocks DEFINE Natural stone looks like a mushroom. They can be formed when sand is carried by wind and rock touches. This weather bottom of the rock is more than top. Mudslides identify large amounts of mud
mixed with water sliding down a mountain due to gravity. It often causes damage and destruction. Read self-made activity guide lesson plan teachers plan lessons instructors Google FormsOnline Quiz Game Quiz PDF Exit Ticket XDescribe 3 forces of nature cause weathering. What is the difference between feng shui,
erosion and deposition? Description: 2 ways that a giant rock by the ocean can change over time. Check Check main vocabulary xxx xxx xxx xxx check You have correctly answered 2 out of 7 questions correctly 28.5% True 71.4% Incorrect weathering, erosion and weather deposition, deposition, and deposition are
continuous processes at work on or near the surface of the earth. Over time, these processes lead to the formation of sedimentary rocks. Phongalization occurs when the rock is divided into smaller particles but does not move. Mechanical ordification is the breaking of rock by expansion and contraction. This can be the
result of heating and cooling, or from water entering a crack in the rock and expanding as it freezes. Tree roots can penetrate into rocks causing mechanical ordification. Chemical weather weakens or breaks down rocks when rocks react with water including rain, dew, surface water or seawater. When natural forces
begin to move ordnate particles, known as sediments, we say they are being eroded, or experiencing erosion. Most of the earth's erosion is done by water flowing in streams that carry tons of sediment to the oceans every day. Waves of rock erosion are exposed at the coast. The wind can move particles that cause them
to collide and skip along the surface. Glaciers move slowly downhill as ice bulldozers push phongy debris from powder-sized particles to giant boulders. Gravity is eroded by causing mudslides and mudslides. Deposition occurs when movement slows down or stops and suspended sediment is reduced. Streams can
deposit particles when velocity slows down around a curve or when the slope changes or as they flow into the ocean. Glacier movement can stop at the bottom of a slope or when the glacier begins to melt or when it arrives at sea. Chemical deposition can occur in mineral-rich seas or lakes. The shell and skeleton of the
organism dissolve and react with water under certain conditions, then precipitate - that is, come out of the solution and fall to the seabed in the form of limestone crystals. Streams and groundwater can dissolve rocks, especially limestone, which can form caves. Dissolved minerals can then form beautiful cave sediments
as this mineral-rich water drips through caves and evaporates leaving new lime sediments. The last rocks formed from precipitable sediments or from sediments that become tightly swamped and solidized are called sedimentary rocks. 408 About author Claire-Jean Korzenewski, Dr. Claire-Jean Korzenewski has a
Bachelor's degree in geosynthet and experience in petroleum exploration. She is an experienced educator teaching public schools in middle and high school science. Claire-Jean is now a liberal writer who makes communication more effective - to inform, educate and boost profits for businesses and individuals. Best
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